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Practical Aspects of Interview and Interrogation-Soft CoverCRC Press, 2002
What makes a person confess to a crime he did not commit? Was he coerced? Is he trying to protect someone else? Interrogation has come under attack as opponents focus on false confessions. However, most cases are still resolved by confession, not forensic evidence. Among the new topics covered in the Second Edition of this bestselling book,...
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A Unified Framework for Video Summarization, Browsing & Retrieval: with Applications to Consumer and Surveillance VideoAcademic Press, 2005
Large volumes of video content can only be easily accessed by the use of rapid browsing and retrieval techniques. Constructing a video table of contents (ToC) and video highlights to enable end users to sift through all this data and find what they want, when they want are essential. This reference puts forth a unified framework to integrate these...
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Machine Translation: Its Scope and LimitsSpringer, 2008
Machine Translation (MT) is both an engineering technology and a measure of all things to do with languages and computers—whenever a new theory of language or linguistics is offered, an important criteria for its success is whether or not it will improve machine translation.
This book presents a history of machine translation (MT) from...
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Biological and Bioenvironmental Heat and Mass Transfer (Food Science and Technology)CRC Press, 2002
Providing a solid foundation in, and systematic treatment of, heat and mass transport, Biological and Bioenvironmental Heat and Mass Transfer covers engineering principles of heat and mass transfer. The author discusses biological content, context, and parameter regimes and supplies practical applications for biological and...
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Serial Violence: Analysis of Modus Operandi and Signature Characteristics of KillersCRC Press, 2008
Written by renowned experts Bob Keppel and William Birnes, this book focuses on analyzing crimes of violence to unveil common characteristics that might prove useful in the successful identification, apprehension, and conviction of murderers. It details the historical origins of modus operandi as an investigative tool and discusses modern...
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Java ME on Symbian OS: Inside the Smartphone Model (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
In Java ME on Symbian OS, the authors expose the opportunities for application developers wishing to use Java ME on Symbian OS.
    Written by a team of experts from Symbian, Nokia and Sun Microsystems Java ME on Symbian OS reveals what can be found “under-the-hood” of the world’s leading smartphone...
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Venture Capital and Private Equity Contracting: An International PerspectiveAcademic Press, 2009
Other books present corporate finance approaches to the VC/PE industry, but many key decisions require an understanding of the ways that law and economics work together. This book is better than straight corporate finance textbooks because it offers broad perspectives and principles that enable readers to deduce the economic implications of...
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Great Events From History: The 20th Century, 1941-1970Salem Press, 2007
This is a unique resource: Nothing is comparable with this much depth or numbers that covers so many 20th century events.??AAGreat Events from History: The Twentieth Century, 1941-1970??AA, is the ninth installment in Salem Press' ongoing ??AAGreat Events from History??AA series. This six-volume set contains 1,112 essays on more than 1,100...
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Clinton and Japan: The Impact of Revisionism on U.S. Trade PolicyOxford University Press, 2009

	This book chronicles how a controversial set of policy assumptions about the Japanese economy, known as revisionism, rose to become the basis of the trade policy approach of the Clinton administration. In the context of growing fear over Japan's increasing economic strength, revisionists argued that Japan represented a distinctive form of...
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Access Controlled: The Shaping of Power, Rights, and Rule in CyberspaceMIT Press, 2010

	Internet filtering, censorship of Web content, and online surveillance are increasing in scale, scope, and sophistication around the world, in democratic countries as well as in authoritarian states. The first generation of Internet controls consisted largely of building firewalls at key Internet gateways; China's famous "Great...
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Audience, Relevance, and Search: Targeting Web Audiences with Relevant ContentIBM Press, 2010

	How much more effective would companies be if all the content they created for the Web reached its specific target audience? In this book, three pioneering IBM content and search experts show how to get closer to this goal than ever before. Readers will discover how to write highly relevant content containing the keywords and long-tail...
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3D Art Essentials: The Fundamentals of 3D Modeling, Texturing, and AnimationFocal Press, 2011

	This book was written to give beginning 3D artists a map
	through the art and how to get involved in the 3D industry. You
	can use this book by reading all the way through it cover to cover
	with or without doing the tutorials, by picking and choosing
	chapters based on gaps you want to fill, or as a quick reference to
	a concept you...
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